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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to start a Revit project in electricity with less-detailed electrical
information
Learn how to utilize Dynamo to automate the power-demand estimation method
Learn how to customize the panel schedule to adapt the template to the method
Learn how the model can evolve into a detailed approach based on collaboration
with other trades

Description
This class will discuss and present ways to more effectively use Revit software for early
electrical design by utilizing existing Revit features to perform total electrical load calculation
and equipment sizing. At the beginning of the project, no electrical fixtures or devices are placed
in the model. How can an electrical designer estimate the energy consumption and power
demand in Revit, even though the full electrical detailed installation isn't modelized? Smart
simple families, zoning tools, Dynamo, and panel schedule will be involved in an easy workflow
to apply a power-demand estimation method based on power-load density by power-demand
profiles. We will then present how electrical designers and engineers can move the model from
schematic design to detailed design by adapting the method with more-detailed information
when appropriate.
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Introduction
“Electricity is the weakest topic in Revit”; “Electrical features are not adapted to early design
phase for engineers” … Who’s never heard that kind of sentence, who’s never said that?
In this class, we will care about the second assertion and will demonstrate that Revit can be
used by electrical engineers at project start.

Early design phase: starting from scratch
Manage project load in Revit without devices: load by area ratio method
What matters for an electrical designer at the beginning of a project?
Sizing equipment to size electrical rooms. To be able to size electrical equipment such as
transformers or electrical enclosures, the designer must define the electrical load required by
the project, meaning that he must estimate the real load consumed by the main panel and by
each subpanel, for each type of load (aka load classification).
In most of engineering companies worldwide, electricians are using ratio method at this stage of
the project. The ratio method most used is based on area: for a given classification load, for
instance HVAC, lighting, elevators… designers will apply a load density to the considered area
to calculate the load consumed by these electrical components.
Let’s see how to adapt this method to Revit capabilities.
Panel zoning
The very first step of this process is to place in the model the Main Panel and the subpanels,
and then to define which surface area every single panel is supposed to feed.
After linking the architectural file to our electrical Revit file, Panels are placed in the electrical
rooms if defined, or in a realistic position where a technical room could be created.
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Panel positioning.

To define the panel covering surface area, we will use the HVAC Zoning tool. After inserting
spaces in the model, we can create zones for each panel:
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Panel hierarchy
To manage the full power load at the Main Panel level, it is necessary to create in the Revit file
the panel hierarchy for the full electrical project distribution.
In our project, each subpanel is fed by the Main Panel located on the ground floor. We must
create circuits between subpanels and the Main panel.
To check if everything is in order, we can review the system browser:

Or create a customized and simplified panel schedule for the Main Panel:
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Now, we are ready to manage the load at the project level and for each subpanel.

« Dummy load » Family by Load classification
To add a load to a panel, Revit requires from you to connect to the panel an element with a load
assigned to the electrical connector (electrical fixture, lighting fixture, HVAC component,
equipment…)
At the beginning of a project, none of these elements have been inserted in the Revit model yet,
that’s the problem!
The area ratio method estimates load by type. To apply this method to Revit, we propose to
create virtual electrical load families, that we called “Dummy load” families. One family for each
type of load will represent in each zone the sum of all electrical elements that will be connected
to the panel, but that are not modelized in the project yet.
Geometry doesn’t matter for this kind of family. A simple box is ok. What matters is the
connector information and the family parameters.
In our example, we consider 3 types of load:
•
•
•

HVAC
Lighting
Miscellaneous

So, we will create 3 “dummy Load” families, almost identical except for the connector settings.
Here is an overview of these families:
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Geometry is simple; an electrical connector has been added. Nevertheless, it is important to
activate the room calculation point.
Here are the connector settings, for the HVAC dummy Load:

For lighting, we just must replace the load classification by lighting and modify the description.
Same for miscellaneous.
Here are the parameters created for this family:
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“Cos Phi” is the power factor.
“Load by area Ratio” is the ratio we will apply for this family.
“Total area” is the surface area covered by the panel on which the family is connected.
“HVAC active Load” = “HVAC apparent Load” * “Cos Phi”
“HVAC apparent Load” = (“Total Area” * “Load by area Ratio”) / Cos Phi
We could have put this formula in the family parameters. As we want to automate the total area
value input, we need use Dynamo and decide to make these calculations in Dynamo scripts.
Let’s see now how Dynamo helps us to get exactly the result expected.

Automatic load assignment to each panel: Dynamo in action
Without development on APIs or use of Dynamo, it is not possible to assign to a family
parameter the zone area value in which the family is located.
Yet, this is exactly what we want to achieve.
For this class, we created a Dynamo script to fill the parameter “Total Area” in our Dummy Load
family. Then we created 2 additional scripts to perform the calculation formula above and get
the full HVAC (or lighting, or others) load for the zone.
This is a 3 steps process. We have 3 scripts, one for each step.
1st step script
Dynamo file: “AU18_01_Calculate Total Active Load-Dummy Families_STEP1.dyn”
The first step cares of getting in the family the “Total Area” zone value:
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The script is divided in several steps:
First step is about knowing in which zone the dummy family is located:

Then it is about extracting the total area zone info for each zone

And the final step is about assigning the total area value to each family:

Running this script fills automatically the “Total Area” parameter value in each “dummy load”
family:
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2nd step script
Dynamo file: “AU18_02_Calculate Total Active Load-Dummy Families_STEP2.dyn”
Now we have the total area value in each dummy load family, we need to calculate the active
load based on the Load by area Ratio.
The script is just performing a simple math operation. Using Dynamo to perform it was a choice
led by the will to free from constrain in the type of “dummy load” family parameter (project
parameter, shared parameter, instance or type…).
The script looks like this:
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Running it in Revit let us have the active load value automatically filled for each family:

3rd step script
Dynamo file: “AU18_01_Calculate Total Active Load-Dummy Families_STEP3.dyn”
The 3rd and final step is about having the apparent load value in our family. The script is simple
and quite like the previous one:
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After running the script all the needed values in our families are filled:

Now let’s have a look at the consequences on the full project, especially the panel loads
Review loads by panel and for the entire project: panel schedule
Earlier we created a customized panel schedule for the Main panel. Obviously load values were
equal to 0.
After running the scripts and filled values in our “dummy load” family, what does the panel
schedule look like?
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We have now an overview of the full power requested for the project, based on our Ratio by
area method.
On the branch panel level, here is an overview of what we have:

This kind of schedule can be done for every sub panels in the project.
Unfortunately, electricians can’t be satisfied with this level of information. This load is the
connected load and don’t consider simultaneity on the circuit level, or on the branch panel level.
Revit provides a demand factor associated to the load classification. This factor reflects the
utilization factor, not simultaneity factor.
To introduce a simultaneity factor, that we will call “Coincidence Factor” in our project, we need
to adapt the project and add new parameters. And once again, Dynamo will help us to “force”
Revit to do what we expect and to automate calculation and value assignment.
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Be more accurate: introduce addition load coefficients
The load value assigned to a circuit or a panel is in read only mode, you can’t overwrite the
value with a calculated one. To bypass this constraint, we will create in our project additional
parameters.

Revit File preparation
Adding new parameters required
The first one is, of course, a “Coincidence Circuit Factor” that we will apply on each circuit load.
The second parameter is a coincidence factor, applied at panel level, and will be named
“Coincidence Panel Factor”.

Then, we need to create new parameters to host results of math operations involving these
coincidence factors:
“Considered Circuit Load” = “Apparent Load” * “Coincidence Circuit Load”
“Total Considered Circuit Load” = ∑ ”Considered Circuit Load”
“Considered Sub Panel Load” = “Total Considered Circuit Load” * “Coincidence Panel Factor”
“Total Considered Sub Panel Load” = ∑ “Considered Sub Panel Load”
“Total Project Considered Load” = “Total Considered Sub Panel Load” * Coincidence Panel1
Factor”
These 2 last parameters will be used only by the Main Panel

1

“Coincidence Main Panel Factor” here
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These new parameters are now available
•

In panel parameters:

•

In circuit parameters:
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Preparing Panel Schedules
We can now create new panel Schedule template using these new parameters:
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Now we can consider that the Revit File is ready for Dynamo scripts.

Dynamo preparation
For a better understanding of the full process, we split the load calculation in several steps.
Dynamo scrips are available for download.
Considered Circuit load
Dynamo file: “AU18_04_Calculate Considered Load-Electrical Circuits”
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Zoom:

After running the script, here is the result in circuits properties:
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Total Considered Circuit Load
Dynamo file: “AU18_05_Calculate Subpanels and Main Panel_STEP1.dyn”
This script is about calculate the sum of all Considered Circuit Load for a Panel.
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Zoom:
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After running the script, here is the result in Panel properties:

Considered Sub Panel Load
Dynamo file: “AU18_05_Calculate Subpanels and Main Panel_STEP2.dyn”
This script is about applying the Coincidence Panel Factor to the Sum of all considered circuit
load
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After running the script, here is the result in Panel properties:

Total Considered Sub Panel Load
Dynamo file: “AU18_05_Calculate Subpanels and Main Panel_STEP3.dyn”
This script is about calculate the sum of all Considered Sub Panel Load and assign the value to
the Main Panel.
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Zoom:

After running the script, here is the result in the Main Panel properties:
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Total Project Considered Load
Dynamo file: “AU18_05_Calculate Subpanels and Main Panel_STEP4.dyn”
This is the final Step. It is about applying the Main Panel Coincidence Factor to the Total Main
Panel Considered Load.
The result is the value used to size the main equipment and main electrical room.

After running the script, here is the result in the Main Panel properties:
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Let’s have a look at our customized Panel Schedules:
For Sub Panels:

For Main Panel:
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Move forward: from schematic design to detailed
design and construction document
This Ratio method based on area can evolve all along the project lifecycle.
At early stage of the project, no devices or fixtures are implemented in the project. But time
comes when these elements started to be modelized.
When this time is coming, we are able to adjust the method to get the most advantages of Revit
capabilities and manage both ratio and usual Revit circuiting to maintain the electrical
information up to date.

Update zones during the devices and fixtures positioning and circuiting
Let’s consider we are starting to position electrical elements in the kitchen area:

Step by step, we connect the devices and fixtures to the panel:
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When a room is fully completed with the electrical elements, we just need to remove this room
from the zone, so that at the panel level, we mix circuits with “real electrical elements” and
“dummy load families”.
We must then regularly update the panel zone area by re-run the first scripts described in this
class.
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When a zone is fully filled with all lighting fixtures, we can remove the corresponding dummy
load family from the panel circuits.
At the end of the Design, all dummy loads will be removed, and all loads will be based on
electrical families connected to panels.
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Example of a full Building level at construction phase
Let’s have a look at a project in final construction phase.
This is a real example, from a French Building project in Grenoble, in the French Alps, where
Schneider Electric built a set of buildings for their own use.
Here is a quick overview of the full BIM model:

The electrical ground level view:

And zoom in the kitchen panel zone:
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Review customized panel schedule
Now let’s have a look at the sub panel A02:

If we apply on this panel schedule the template that we created in the early project phase:
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Optimized and accurate load estimation with additional coefficient use
We can run the scripts used previously in the project with coincidence factors:
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And have all the information we used for sizing and estimating the power demand at the
sub panel level, or globally at the full project.
So we have all the information we used for sizing and estimating the power demand at
the sub panel level, or globally at the full project.

Load summary for sub panel A02 1

Notes:
Software Used:
Autodesk Revit 2019.1
Used for setting up the base models. More info on:
https://www.autodesk.com/products/revit/overview

Autodesk Dynamo 2.0.1
Free open-source tool used for computational design approach of the presented
construction problems. More info on: http://www.dynamobim.org

Dynamo Packages
Rhythm
Rhythm is a set of useful nodes to help your Revit project maintain a good rhythm with
Dynamo. Rhythm is authored by John Pierson (@60secondrevit) of Parallax Team
(http://www.parallaxteam.com/) and sixtysecondrevit.com.
More info on: https://github.com/johnpierson/RhythmForDynamo

Color Node Code
We agreed to use the following color node code to group the different nodes in Dynamo
to keep a better understanding about what is happening in each script:
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